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Chapter One 

 1:1 Paul, a bond-slave of Jesus Christ: A called apostle appointed-forth unto 

the correct announcement from Deity, 

     1: 2 which [correct announcement] He pre-announced through His 

[p]articular prophets in Holy Scriptures. 

     1: 3 Concerning the Son of Him of the One Who came to be out from seed 

of David according to flesh, 

     1: 4 the One Who, having been previously appointed, remains appointed 

Son of Deity in power according to a Disposition of holiness out from a 

resurrection from dead ones: Jesus Christ, our [p]articular Controller. 

     1:5 Through Whom we receive grace and apostleship unto an under-hearing 

of trust among all the nations on behalf of His [p]articular name. 

     1: 6 In Whom you yourselves are called ones of Jesus Christ: 
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     1:7 To all the ones being in Rome, beloved ones of Deity, called, separate 

ones: Grace to you and peace away from Deity: Our [p]articular Father, and 

Controller Jesus Christ. 

      1:8 Indeed, foremost I am correctly gracing to my [p]articular Deity through 

Jesus Christ on behalf of all of you because your [p]articular faith is being 

announced accordingly: Among the entire order.  

      1:9 For the Deity is my witness for Whom I am officiating in the disposition 

of me, in the correct announcement of His [p]articular Son as one 

unceasingly making a mention (for) myself of you.  

      1:10 Always upon the prayers from me, requesting if (some)how now at 

last I will be correctly directed in the will of the Deity to come toward you.  

       1:11 For I am [sustain]ing full passion to perceive you, in order that I might 

give a grace-extension to you all unto the [purpose for] you to be firmly 

positioned; 

      1:12 indeed, this is to be jointly called alongside among you through the 

faith in one another: Both from you and from me. 
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      1:13 Moreover, brethren, I am not willing you to be ignoring that often I 

pre-positioned to come toward you and was pruned until the time, in order 

that I might, indeed, have fruit among you, just as also among the 

remain(ing) nations. 

      1:14 I myself am a debtor both to the Greeks and Barbarous ones, both to 

wise ones, and unintelligent ones: 

       1:15 in this manner I am [as] before eager, indeed, to correctly announce 

for you, the ones in Rome; 

       1:16 for I am not disfiguring (for) myself upon the correct announcement 

of the Christ; for it is Deity’s power unto deliverance for everyone believing, 

both for Jew first, and for Greek: 

       1:17 for a state of justification from Deity is being revealed in it out from 

faith, just as it has been written, and remains on record: Moreover, the just 

one will live out from faith; 
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       1:18 for the wrath from Deity is being revealed away from heaven upon 

every impiety and injustice of men, of the men who are holding down the 

un-concealment in injustice, 

       1:19 because that the knowable thing of the Deity is a manifest thing in 

them; for the Deity manifested [it] for them; 

       1:20 for the invisible things of Him away from creation of order are seen 

accordingly: Being understood by the things made: Both the eternal power 

of Him and Divinity unto the [purpose for] them to be inexcusable ones, 

       1:21 because that when they knew the Deity, they did not opine or 

correctly grace [Him] as Deity, but rather, they were emptied in their 

dialogues and their unintelligent heart was darkened.    

       1:22 While affirming themselves to be wise ones, they were become fools, 

       1:23 indeed, they altered the opinion of the incorruptible Deity in a 

similitude of an image: Of corruptible man and of birds, and of quadrupeds 

and of reptiles. 
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       1:24 Wherefore also, the Deity gave them alongside in the complete 

cravings of their hearts unto uncleanness: Their [p]articular bodies to be 

dishonored among themselves, 

       1:25 which certain ones change-altered the Un-concealment of the Deity in 

the lie and revered (for) themselves the creature alongside the One Who 

creates, Who is a Correctly speaking One unto the age-duration! Amen!    

       1:26 Because of this, the Deity gave them alongside unto all dishonor; for 

the female ones from them change-altered the natural use into the [use] 

alongside nature.  

       1:27 Similarly, the males, when they released the natural use of the 

female, outwardly burned in their appetite unto one another: Male in male, 

men working according to the shamefulness, indeed, while receiving away 

the anti-wages, which [anti-wages] are necessary from their error, 

       1:28 and just as they did not approve to be holding the Deity in full 

knowledge, the Deity gave them alongside unto a disapproved mind to be 

doing the things coming down. 
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       1:29  Ones, who, having previously been filled, remain filled with all 

injustice, prostitution, peril, covetousness, evil, filled ones of envy, murder, 

contention, fraud, an evil-ethic, whisperers,  

       1:30 down-speakers, Deity-detesting ones, violent, hyper-appearances, 

boasters, full-discoverers of evil things, non-passionate to parents;    

       1:31 unintelligent ones, covenant-negating ones, unaffectionate, 

implacable ones, unhelpful ones,    

       1:32  Which certain ones, who, when they fully knew the Deity’s 

[p]articular requirement of justice: That those ones who are practicing 

these things are weighted ones from death; not only are they doing them, 

but rather, are correctly opining the ones who are also practicing [these 

things].  
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Chapter Two 

2:1 Wherefore, O kind of man! You are a negative-apology, everyone who is 

judging: For by which judgment you are judging the different one, you are 

judging yourself accordingly; for the one who is judging is practicing the 

same things. 

2:2 Moreover, we have noticed that the judgment of the Deity is according 

to un-concealment upon the ones who are practicing these [p]articular 

things. 

2:3 Moreover, O kind of man! I am reasoning this: The one who is judging 

the ones who are practicing these [p]articular things; indeed, while doing 

[the] same things, [is it] because you yourself will you flee out from the 

wrath from the Deity? 

 2:4 or, [will you flee out] from the wealth of His [p]articular kindness and 

from the restraint and from the forbearance? You are thinking accordingly, 

by ignoring that the kindness of the Deity is leading you yourself unto 

repentance.  
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 2:5 Moreover, according to your [p]articular callousness and un-repentant 

heart you are storing wrath for yourself in a day of wrath and of revelation 

and of righteous-judgment from the Deity, 

 2:6 Who will deliver forth to each one according to his [p]articular works: 

 2:7 on the one hand, to the ones according to an under-abide of good work, 

ones seeking age-durative life: Opinion, and honor and incorruptibility; 

 2:8 but, on the other hand, for the ones out from faction: Indeed, ones 

dissuading away from even the Un-concealment; moreover, for the ones 

persuading themselves by the negation-of-justice: Rage and wrath.  

 2:9 Pressure and constraint, upon every soul of a kind of man, of the man 

working the evil thing for himself accordingly: Both of a Jew first, and of a 

Gentile. 

 2:10 But opinion and honor and peace for everyone who is working the 

good thing for himself, both for a Jew first, and for a Gentile; 

 2:11 for no partiality is alongside to the Deity. 
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 2:12 for as many ones as without law negatively testified will also loose 

themselves away without law: Indeed, as many ones in law negatively 

witness, they will be judged from law; 

 2:13 for the ones listeners of law are not just ones alongside to the Deity; 

but rather, the doers of law will be justified;  

 2:14 for when nations, the ones not having a law may be doing by nature 

the things of the law are a law to themselves while they themselves [are] 

ones not having law, 

 2:15 which certain ones are displaying for themselves the work of the law 

[as] a written (law) on their [p]articular hearts; [a law] witnessing together 

with their [p]articular conscience together with and between one another: 

As ones accusing from [p]articular reasons [of law]; or indeed, as ones 

rationalizing away from [law]. 

 2:16 The Deity will judge on a day when the concealed things of [p]articular 

kinds of men according to my [p]articular correct announcement through 

Jesus Christ. 
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 2:17 Notice! You yourself are being named upon a Jewish one and you all 

are resting upon the law and you are boasting for yourself in Deity. 

 2:18 Also, you are knowing the will and are approving the things which are 

carrying through as ones being catechized out from the law,  

 2:19 even [after you] had persuaded yourself to be a guide of blind ones, a 

light in darkness, 

 2:20 a child-leader of foolish ones, a teacher of infants, while having a form 

of knowledge and of a [p]articular un-concealment in the law. 

 2:21 Therefore the one who is teaching a different one, are you not 

teaching yourself? The one who is proclaiming a person not to be stealing, 

are you stealing? 

 2:22 The one who is saying not to be adulterating, are you adulterating? 

The one detesting the idols, are you robbing temples?  

 2:23 You who are boasting in law, through the transgression of the law, are 

you dishonoring Deity? 
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 2:24 for on account of you all the name of Deity is being blasphemed 

among the nations, just as it has been written and remains recorded; 

 2:25 for indeed, circumcision is benefitting if you may be practicing law, but 

if you might be a transgressor of law, then your [p]articular circumcision 

has become un-circumcision. 

 2:26 If, therefore, the un-circumcision may be guarding the just 

requirements of the law, [then] will not his [p]articular un-circumcision 

certainly be rationalized into circumcision? 

 2:27 Also, the un-circumcision, out from nature, by completing the law, will 

judge you yourself [who are] through the letter, that is, circumcision: 

Indeed, a transgressor of law;   

 2:28 for [it is] not the one in the manifested [letter who] is a Jewish one; 

neither [is] the one in the manifested [circumcision] in flesh a circumcision. 

 2:29 But rather, the one in the cryptic [law is] a Jewish one: Indeed, a 

circumcision of heart in disposition; not [a manifested circumcision] in 
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letter whose [p]articular praise is not out from kinds of men; but rather, out 

from the Deity.    
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Chapter Three 

 3:1 Therefore, what is the advantageous thing of the Jewish one, or what is 

the profit of the circumcision? 

 3:2 Much by every way: For first of all, because they were entrusted with 

the rational [orations] from Deity; 

 3:3 for what if certain ones negated faith; will their [p]articular faith-

negation work the faith from the Deity accordingly? 

 3:4 May [their [p]articular faith-negation] not come to be [able to work the 

faith from the Deity accordingly]! Moreover, let the Deity come to be a 

True One, but every kind of man a liar; just as “So that You might be 

justified in Your [p]articular Ratios and might prevail in the [result of] You to 

be judged.” 

 3:5 But if our [p]articular injustice is placing together a state of justification 

from Deity, [then] what will we say? [Is] the Deity not unjust by fully 

carrying the wrath, is He?  I am speaking according to a kind of man.    
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 3:6 May [by His fully carrying wrath] not come to be [a thing making the 

Deity unjust]! Otherwise, how will the Deity be judging the order? 

 3:7 for if the Un-concealment of the Deity my [p]articualr lie fully exceeds 

unto His [p]articular Opinion, “Why, then, am I myself also being judged like 

a devoted one to negative testimony?” 

 3:8 And not, just as we are being blasphemed, and even as certain ones are 

affirming us to be saying that “Let us do the evil things, in order that the 

good things might come” whose judgment is inwardly just!  

 3:9 What therefore? Are we holding ourselves before [them]? Not [at] all; 

for we previously charged both Jewish ones and Gentiles all to be under a 

negative testimony. 

 3:10 Just as “That a just one is not; not even one!” has been written, and 

remains on record: 

 3:11 The one understanding is not; the one seeking out the Deity is not; 

 3:12 All are simultaneously reclined outwardly; they are unprofitable: One 

is not doing benevolence; not as much as one is [doing benevolence]! 
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 3:13 Their [p]articular larynx is a sepulcher which, having been opened, 

remains opened; their [p]articular tongues were deceiving: Poison of asps 

[is] under their [p]articular tongues: 

 3:14 Whose [p]articular mouth is being full of malediction and bitterness; 

 3:15 their [p]articular feet are swift feet to shed blood. 

 3:16 Destruction and distress are in their [p]articular ways. 

 3:17 And they do not know a way of peace. 

 3:18 Fear of Deity is not in sight of their [p]articular eyes. 

 3:19 Moreover, we are noticing that whatsoever things the law is saying, it 

is speaking to the ones in the law, in order that every mouth might be 

stopped and all the order might come to be an under-justice one to the 

Deity,  

 3:20 because, that out from works of law all flesh will not be justified in His 

[p]articular sight! For through law [is] a full knowledge of negative 

testimony.  
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 3:21 But at this moment without law, a state of justification from Deity has 

been manifested by being witnesses by the law and the prophets: 

 3:22 indeed a state of justification from Deity through faith of Jesus Christ 

unto all and upon all the ones believing; for no distinction is; 

 3:23 for all negatively testified and are lacking for themselves of the 

Opinion of the Deity, 

 3:24 while being ones justified gratuitously by His [p]articular Grace 

through the redemption, the [redemption] in Christ Jesus. 

 3:25 Whom the Deity pre-positioned for Himself a mercy seat through the 

faith in His [p]articular blood unto an inward display of His [p]articular state 

of justification through the Passover of the negative testimonies which, 

having come to be previously, remained presently in the upholding of the 

Deity;  

 3:26 toward the inward display of the Deity toward an inward display of His 

[p]articular state of justification in the present season unto the [result for 
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Him] to be a Just One and the One Who is justifying the one out from faith 

of Jesus. 

 3:27 Therefore, where [is] the boast? It was shut-out: Through what law? 

certainly not [the law] of [p]articular works; but rather, through a law of 

faith.     

 3:28 Therefore, we are rationalizing for ourselves [that] a kind of man 

[results] to be justified by faith without works of law. 

 3:29 Or of Jewish ones only [is He] the Deity? Certainly not! But also of 

nations; Yes, also of nations! 

 3:30 Since concerning the Deity: One Who will justify circumcision out from 

faith and un-circumcision through the faith [of Jesus]. 

 3:31 Therefore, are we working according to the law through the faith [of 

Jesus]? May [the faith of Jesus] not come to be [something working 

according to the law]; but rather we are positioning law.   
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Chapter Four 

4:1 Therefore, what shall we say Abraham our [p]articular father to have    

discovered according to flesh? 

4:2 for if Abraham were justified out from works, then he is having a boast; 

but rather, not toward the Deity; 

4:3 for what is the Scripture saying? “Moreover, Abraham believed in the 

Deity and it was rationalized to him unto a state of justification.  

4:4 On the one hand, to the one who is working for himself is the wage 

being rationalized according to grace; but rather, [it is being rationalized] 

according to the debt. 

4:5 On the other hand, to the one who is not working, but one believing 

upon the One Who is justifying the irreverent one, his [p]articular faith is 

being rationalized into a state of justification. 

4:6 Even as David also is saying: “The declaration of blessedness of the kind 

of man to whom the Deity is rationalizing a state of justification without 

works: 
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4:7 Blessed ones are they from whom the negations of law are released and 

from whom the negative testimonies are covered over. 

4:8 A blessed male [is he] to whom Controller might absolutely not 

rationalize for Himself a negative testimony.” 

4:9 Therefore, this [p]articular declaration of blessedness: [Is it declared] 

upon the circumcision or also upon the un-circumcision? For, we are saying 

that the faith was being rationalized to the Abraham into a state of 

justification. 

4:10 How therefore was it rationalized: While being in circumcision or in 

un-circumcision? Not in circumcision, but rather in un-circumcision. 

4:11 Also, he received a sign of circumcision, a seal of the state of 

justification of the faith, of the [faith] in the un-circumcision, unto the 

[result for] him to be a father of all the ones believing through un-

circumcision unto the [result for] the state of justification to be rationalized 

also to them. 
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4:12 Also, a father of circumcision for the ones not out from circumcision 

only; but rather also, for the ones orderly proceeding in the steps of the 

faith of our [p]articular father Abraham; 

4:13 for the full announcement to the Abraham or to his [p]articular seed 

[for] him to be the heir of the order [was] not through law; but rather, 

through a state of justification of faith; 

4:14 for if the ones out from law [are] heirs, then the faith has been voided, 

and remains voided; also the full announcement has been worked 

accordingly: [By law];  

4:15 for the law is working wrath for itself; for where no law is, neither [is] 

a transgression, 

4:16 because of this [it is] out from faith, in order that [it might be] 

according to grace, unto the [result for] the full announcement to be 

steadfast to all the seed, not to the [seed] out from the law only; but rather 

also, to the [seed] out from faith of Abraham, who is father of all of us.  
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4:17 Just as it has been written and remains recorded that “I have 

positioned you a father of many nations” who believed accordingly: In 

correspondence to Deity, of the One Who is making alive the dead ones, 

that is, calling the things not being as things being, 

4:18 who alongside a certain expectation upon a certain expectation he 

believed unto the [result for him] to come to be a father of many nations 

according to the thing which, having been spoken, remains spoken: “In this 

manner your [p]articular seed will be. 

4:19 And when not weak in the faith he considered his [p]articular body 

accordingly: As one which already, having been deadened, remained dead, 

he being under-beginning a hundred  years old, and the deadness of Sarah’s 

womb. 

4:20 Moreover, unto the full announcement of the Deity he was not 

dividedly judged in the faith-negation; but rather, he was empowered in 

the faith when he gave opinion to the Deity. 

4:21 Also when fully persuaded [by] that which had been fully announced: 

He is an able one also to do [it];  
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4:22 wherefore, indeed it was rationalized to him into a state of 

justification. 

4:23 Moreover, it was not written on account of him only that it was 

rationalized to him, 

4:24 but rather also, on account of us, to whom it is about to be 

rationalized to the ones believing upon the One Who raised Jesus, the 

Controller of us out from dead ones; 

4:25 Who was given alongside on account of our [p]articular transgressions 

and was raised on account of our [p]articular declaration of justification. 
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Chapter Five 

5:1 Therefore, after justified out from faith we are having peace toward the 

Deity through our [p]articular Controller Jesus Christ, 

5:2 through Whom also we have had, and continue to have a [p]articular 

lead-toward by the faith [of Jesus] into this [p]articular grace in which grace 

we have positioned [ourselves], and are boasting upon a certain 

expectation of the Opinion of the Deity. 

5:3 Moreover, not only [are we boasting upon a certain expectation]; but 

rather also, we are boasting in [p]articular pressures as ones who, having 

noticed, continue to notice that the pressure is working an under-abide 

according to itself. 

5:4 Moreover, the under-abide [is working] an approval [according to 

itself], but the approval [is working] a certain expectation [according to 

itself]. 
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5:5 Moreover, the certain expectation is not shaming accordingly, because 

the love from the Deity has been poured out in our [p]articular hearts 

through a Separate Disposition, the One which was given to us; 

5:6 for as ones still being without strength, Christ died on behalf of 

irreverent ones according to a season; 

5:7 for hardly on behalf of a just one will a certain one die; for on behalf of 

the good one, perhaps a certain one is even daring to die, 

5:8 but, the Deity positioned His [p]articular love together unto us, because 

while we ourselves were still being devoted ones to negative testimony, 

Christ died on our behalf.  

5:9 Therefore, in much more now after justified in His [p]articular blood, we 

shall be saved away from the wrath through Him; 

5:10 for if while being enemies, we were exchanged according to the Deity 

through the death of His [p]articular Son, then in much more when 

exchanged accordingly we shall be saved in His [p]articular life. 
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5:11 But not only [are we boasting upon the certain expectation]; but 

rather also, as ones boasting for ourselves in the Deity through our 

[p]articular Controller Jesus Christ through Whom we now received the 

exchange accordingly. 

5:12 Wherefore, as concerning this: Through one kind of man the negative 

testimony entered into the order and through the negative testimony the 

death, and in this manner unto all kinds of men the death entered-through; 

upon which [death] all negatively testify;  

5:13 for until law a negative testimony was among order, but a negative 

testimony is not being rationalized while being no law. 

5:14 But rather, the death reigned away from Adam as far as Moses even 

upon the ones who did not negatively testify upon the likeness of the 

transgression of Adam who is a type of the One being about [to come]. 

5:15 But rather also, the grace-extension [is] not in this manner: As the fall 

alongside; for if by the fall alongside of the one the many died, in much 

more the grace from the Deity even the gift in grace, in the grace of the 

One kind of man Jesus Christ, [the grace] fully exceeds unto many. 
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5:16 And not as through one who negatively testified [is] the gift; for on the 

one hand out from one the judgment unto downward-judgment, but the 

grace-extension out from many transgressions unto a requirement of 

justice; 

5:17 for if by the fall alongside of the one the death reigned through the 

one, then in much more the ones who are receiving the excess of the grace 

and the gift of the state of justification in life will reign through the One, 

Jesus Christ. 

5:18 So then, therefore, as through one fall alongside [death came] unto all 

kinds of men unto downward-judgment, then in this manner also through 

one requirement of justice [the grace-extension even the gift came] unto all 

kinds of men unto a declaration of justification of life;  

5:19 for as concerning through the hearing-alongside of the one kind of 

man the many ones were positioned accordingly: Devoted ones to negative 

testimony; in this manner also through the under-hearing of the One, the 

many ones will be positioned accordingly: Just ones.  
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5:20 Moreover, law entered alongside, in order that the fall alongside 

might abound; but where the negative testimony fully abounded, the grace 

fully abounded beyond [it], 

5:21 in order that concerning as the negative testimony reigned in the 

death, in this manner also the grace should reign through a state of 

justification unto age-durative life through Jesus Christ our [p]articular 

Controller. 
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Chapter Six 

6:1 Therefore, what thing shall we say: We should be deliberately abiding 

upon the negative testimony, in order that the grace might abound? 

6:2 May [the grace] not come to be [a basis upon which we should 

deliberately abiding]! How will we which certain ones died to the negative 

testimony, yet live in it? 

6:3 or are you all ignoring that as many ones as were merged into Christ 

Jesus were merged into His [p]articular death? 

6:4 Therefore, we were buried together with Him through the merger into 

the death, in order that concerning as Christ was raised out from dead ones 

through the opinion of the Father, in this manner also we ourselves should 

conduct in newness of life; 

6:5  for since we have come to be, and remain connate ones with [Him] in 

the similitude of His [p]articular death, but rather then also we will be in 

[the similitude] of the resurrection, 
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6:6 while knowing this: That our [p]articular old kind of man was crucified 

together with [Him], in order that the body of the negative testimony might 

be worked accordingly: Of the [result for] us to no longer be bond-slaving 

for the negative testimony; 

6:7 for the one who died [with Him] has been justified, and remains 

justified away from the negative testimony. 

6:8 Moreover, since we die together with Christ then we are believing that 

also we will live together with Him, 

6:9 when we noticed that Christ, after He was raised out from dead ones, is 

no longer dying: Death is no longer controlling Him; 

6:10 for which [death] He died, He died to the negative testimony [once] 

upon all, but which [life] He is living, He is living for the Deity. 

6:11 In this manner also, you yourselves be rationalizing yourselves to be 

on the one hand dead ones to the negative testimony; but on the other 

hand, ones living for the Deity in Christ Jesus, our [p]articular Controller; 
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6:12 do not, therefore, let the negative testimony be reigning in your 

[p]articular mortal body unto the [result] to be under-hearing to its 

[p]articularly complete cravings; 

6:13 neither be standing your [p]articular members alongside [to be] 

implements of injustice for the negative testimony; but rather, stand 

yourselves alongside to the Deity as ones living out from dead ones; and 

[your particular members] to the Deity [to be] instruments of a state of 

justification; 

6:14 for negative testimony will not control [anyone] of you all; for you all 

are not under law; but rather, [you all are] under grace. 

6:15 Therefore, what: Shall we negatively testify, because we are not under 

law; but rather, under grace? May [negatively testifying, because we are 

under grace] not come to be! 

6:16 Do you all not notice that to whom you all are standing yourselves 

alongside [to be] bond-slaves unto under-hearing, you all are bond-slaves 

to whom you all are under-hearing; either indeed of negative testimony 

unto death or under-hearing unto a state of justification? 
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6:17 But grace [is] in the Deity because you all were bond-slaves of the 

negative testimony, but you all under-heard out from a heart into which 

[heart] you all were given alongside a type of instruction. 

6:18 Moreover, when you all were freed away from the negative testimony, 

you all were bond-slaved to the state of justification. 

6:19 I am speaking as a kind of man on account of the weakness of your 

[p]articular flesh; for concerning as you all stood your [p]articular members 

alongside [to be] bond-slaves for the uncleanness and for the law-negation 

unto the law-negation, in this manner now stand your [p]articular members 

alongside [to be] bond-slaves to the state of justification unto 

sanctification; 

6:20 for when you all were bond-slaves of the negative testimony, you all 

were free ones to the state of justification: 

6:21 What fruit, therefore, were you all having then upon which things you 

all are now being ashamed? For death [is] the conclusion of those things. 
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6:22 But, at this moment, when freed away from the negative testimony; 

indeed, when bond-slaved to the Deity, you all are having your [p]articular 

fruit unto sanctification. Indeed, the conclusion [of sanctification is] age-

durative life; 

6:23 for the salaries of the negative testimony [are] death, but the grace-

extension from the Deity [is] age-durative life in Christ Jesus, our 

[p]articular Controller,    
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Chapter Seven 

7:1 or are you ignoring, brethren-for I am speaking to ones knowing law-

that the law is controlling the kind of man upon as long as he is living? 

7:2 for the woman under-husband has been and remains bound by law to 

the husband who is living; but if the husband should die, then she has been 

worked accordingly: Away from the law of the husband. 

7:3 Therefore, then, if she marries different husband for herself while the 

husband is living, she will be pronounced an adulteress; but if the husband 

should die, then she is freed away from the law: She [does] not [result] to 

be an adulteress who, having married for herself, remains married to a 

different husband; 

7:4 consequently, my brethren, you yourselves also died to the law through 

the body of the Christ unto the [result] to be for yourselves: for one 

another, for the One Who was raised out from dead ones, in order that we 

might bear fruit for the Deity. 
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7:5 For when we were in the flesh, the passions of the negative 

testimonies, the [passions] through the law were working for themselves in 

our [p]articular members unto the [result of us] to bear fruit for the death. 

7:6 But at this moment, when dead in what we were being accordingly 

held, we were worked accordingly: Away from the law. Consequently, we 

[resulted] to be bond-slaving newness of disposition, and not in oldness of 

letter.  

7:7 What therefore shall we say: Is the law negative testimony? May [the 

law] not come to be [negative testimony]! But rather, I did not know the 

negative testimony if not through law; for neither had I noticed the 

complete craving if the law [had] not said: “You will not completely crave!” 

7:8 But, when the negative testimony received a base of operations, 

worked every complete craving in me accordingly; for without law negative 

testimony is a dead [testimony]. 

7:9 For I myself was being alive without law; but when the commandment 

came, the negative testimony lived again, but I myself died. 
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7:10 Indeed, the commandment which was discovered unto life, [was 

discovered] unto death for me; 

7:11 for when a base of operations was received through the 

commandment, the negative testimony outwardly deceived me and 

through it I was killed: 

7:12 consequently, then, the law is a separate [law] and the commandment 

a separate and just and good [commandment]. 

7:13 Therefore, did the good [commandment] come to be death to me? 

May [the good commandment] not come to be [death to me]! But rather, 

in order that the negative testimony might be manifested negative 

testimony through the good [commandment], by working death in me 

accordingly, in order that the negative testimony might come to be through 

the commandment accordingly: A devoted excessiveness to negative 

testimony; 

7:14 for we notice that the law is a dispositional thing, but I myself am 

fleshly person who, having been sold under the negative testimony, 

remains under it; 
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7:15 for I am not knowing according to that which I am working: For I am 

practicing this thing which I am not willing; but rather, I am doing this thing 

which I  am hating. 

7:16 But, since I am not willing this thing which I am doing, then I am 

affirming together with the law that [it is] an excellent [law]! 

7:17 Moreover, at this moment, I myself am no longer working according to 

it; but rather, the negative testimony which is dwelling in me [is working 

according to it]; 

7:18 for I notice that a good thing is not is dwelling in me; this is, in my 

[p]articular flesh; for the [result] to be willing is laying alongside me, but I 

am not discovering the [ability] to be working according to the excellent 

[law]! 

7:19 for that good [commandment] which I am willing, I am not doing; but 

rather, that evil thing which I am not willing, this [evil thing] I am practicing. 

7:20 But, if that which I am not willing is this [evil thing] I am doing, then no 

longer am I myself he who is working according to it; but rather, the 
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negative testimony which is dwelling in me [is it that is working according 

to it]. 

7:21 I am discovering then, the law is the thing which is willing in me to be 

doing the excellent [commandment], because the evil thing is laying 

alongside me: 

7:22 for according to the inner kind of man, I am delighting myself in the 

law of the Deity; 

7:23 but, I am seeing a different law in my [p]articular members battle-

arraying against the law of my [p]articular mind, and captivating me to the 

law of the negative testimony, to the [law of the negative testimony] being 

in my [p]articular members. 

7:24 I myself, a wretched kind of man! Who shall rescue me out from this 

[p]articular body of [p]articular death? 

7:25 I am correctly-gracing to the Deity through Jesus Christ our [p]articular 

Controller: Therefore, then, on the one hand I myself am bond-slaving with 
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the mind for law of Deity; but on the other hand [I am bond-slaving] with 

the flesh for law of negative testimony.    
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Chapter Eight 

8:1 Therefore, then, not even one downward-judgment for the ones in 

Christ Jesus: They are not conducting according to flesh; but rather, 

according to Disposition; 

8:2 for the law of the Disposition of the life in Christ Jesus freed me away 

from the law of the negative testimony and the death; 

8:3 for the inability of the law in that it was being weak through the flesh.  

When the Deity sent the Son of Himself in similitude of flesh, of negative 

testimony and concerning negative testimony He judged the negative 

testimony accordingly: In the flesh, 

8:4 in order that the requirement of justice from the law might be fulfilled 

in us: In the ones not conducting according to flesh, but rather, according to 

Disposition; 

8:5 for the ones being according to flesh are minding the things of the flesh; 

but the [ones being according to] Disposition [are minding] the things of 

the Disposition; 
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8:6 for the mind of the flesh [is] death, but the mind of the Disposition [is] 

life and peace, 

8:7 because that the mind of the flesh [is] enmity unto Deity; for to the law 

of the Deity it is not being subjected, neither is it able. 

8:8 Moreover, the ones being in flesh are not able to please for Deity. 

8:9 But you yourselves are not in flesh; but rather, in Disposition: If 

concerning a Disposition of Deity is dwelling in you all, but if a certain one is 

not having a Disposition of Christ, then this one is not of Him. 

8:10 But if Christ [is] in you all, then on the one hand the body [is] a dead 

thing through negative testimony, but the Disposition [is] alive through a 

state of justification.     

8:11 But if the Disposition of the One Who raised Jesus out from dead ones 

is dwelling in you all, then the One Who raised the Christ out from dead 

ones will also make your [p]articular mortal bodies alive through His 

[p]articular Disposition indwelling in you all. 
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8:12 Therefore, then, brethren we are not debtors to the flesh: Of the 

[result] to be living according to it; 

8:13 for if you all are living according to flesh, then you all are being about 

to be dying; but, if by Disposition you all are mortifying the practices of the 

flesh, then you all will live; 

8:14 for as many ones as are being led by a Disposition of Deity these ones 

are sons of Deity; 

8:15 for you all did not receive a disposition of bond-slavery again unto 

fear; but rather, you all received a disposition of a son-position in which 

[position] we are crying: “Abba, the Father.” 

8:16 The Disposition Himself is testifying together with our [p]articular 

disposition that we are children of Deity. 

8:17 Moreover, if children, then also heirs: On the one hand heirs of Deity; 

but on the other hand, heirs together with Christ if concerning we are 

suffering together with [Him], in order that we should be opined together 

with [Him];  
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8:18 for I am rationalizing that the sufferings of this present season are not 

weighted toward the Opinion being about to be revealed; 

8:19 for away from the persistent anticipation, the creation is receiving 

forth for itself the revelation of the sons of the Deity: 

 8:20 for the creation was subjected to futility, not a willing subject; but 

rather, on account of the One Who subjected [it] upon a certain 

expectation; 

8:21 that also the creation itself will be freed away from the bond-slavery 

of the corruption unto the freedom of the Opinion of the children of the 

Deity;  

8:22 for we have noticed that all the creation is groaning together with and 

travailing until the present time. 

8:23 But not only [the creation]; but rather also we ourselves while having 

the beginning away from the Disposition and we ourselves are groaning in 

ourselves, receiving away a son-position from the redemption of our 

[p]articular body;  
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8:24 for by the certain expectation we are saved, but a certain expectation 

being seen is not a certain expectation; for why is a certain one certainly 

expecting that which one is seeing? 

8:25 But, if we are certainly expecting that which we are not seeing, then 

we are receiving away from through an under-abide. 

8:26 Likewise, indeed, the Disposition also is receiving together in 

correspondence to our [p]articular weaknesses; for we have not noticed, 

what [p]articular thing we should pray according to what is necessary; but 

rather, the Disposition Himself is specifying beyond on behalf of our 

inexpressible sighs. 

8:27 Moreover, the One Who is searching the hearts notices: “What is the 

mind of the Disposition?” because He is inwardly specifying according to 

Deity on behalf of separate ones.    

8:28 Moreover, we notice that He is working all things unto a good thing for 

the ones who are loving Deity, for the ones being called ones according to a 

pre-position,  
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8:29 because whom He foreknew, He also pre-appointed [to be] formed 

ones together with the image of His [p]articular Son unto the [result for] 

Him to be a first-product among many brethren. 

8:30 Moreover, whom He pre-appointed, He also called these one, and 

whom He called, He also justified these ones; moreover, whom He justified, 

He also opined these ones. 

8:31 Therefore, what shall we say toward these things? If the Deity [is] on 

behalf of us, then: “Who [can be] against us?” 

8:32 Who indeed, did not spare His Own [P]articular Son; but rather, He 

gave Him alongside on behalf of us all. How will He certainly not grace to us 

the all things together with Him? 

8:33 Who will call in against out-spoken ones from Deity? The Deity is the 

One Who is justifying! 

8:34 Who is the one judging accordingly? Christ is the One Who died, more 

rather indeed; also, Who was raised, Who also is on right [hand] of the 

Deity Who also is inwardly specifying on behalf of us: 
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8:35 Who will divide us away from the love of the Christ: Pressure, or 

distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?  

8:36 because, just as: “We are being killed the entire day, we are 

rationalized as sheep of slaughter” has been written, and remains recorded. 

8:37 But rather, in all these things we are prevailing beyond through the 

One Who loves us; 

8:38 for I have been persuaded, and remain persuaded that neither death, 

nor life; neither announcers, nor rulers; neither powers, nor things which, 

have positioned inwardly, neither things being about to be; 

8:39 neither height, nor depth; neither any different kind of creature will be 

able to divide us away from the love of the Deity, of the [love] in Christ 

Jesus, our [p]articular Controller! 
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Chapter Nine 

9:1 I am speaking un-concealment in Christ, in Separate Disposition, as one 

witnessing together with my [p]articular conscience; I am not lying:  

9:2 That a great sorrow is in me; indeed, an un-intermitted grief my 

[p]articular heart! 

9:3 for I myself was correctly opining myself to be anathema away from the 

Christ on behalf of my [p]articular brethren of the kinsmen according to my 

flesh, 

9:4   which certain ones are Israelites of whom the son-position and the 

opinion and the covenant and the placement of law and the liturgy and the 

full announcements, 

9:5 of whom the fathers, and according to the flesh out from whom the 

Christ, the One being upon all: Deity [is] a correctly speaking One unto the 

age-duration, Amen! 
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9:6 Moreover, not the ones from whom the ratio of the Deity had fallen-

out, and remained fallen-out; for all ones out from the Israel [are] not 

themselves Israel, 

9:7 nor even because they are a seed of Abraham [are they] all children; 

but rather, in Isaac will a seed be called for you: 

9:8 This is, the children of the flesh; these ones [are] not children of the 

Deity; but rather, the children of the full announcement will be rationalized 

unto a seed, 

9:9 for the Ratio of a full announcement [is] this: “According to this 

[p]articular season will I come and a son will be with the Sarah.”  

9:10 But not only [this]; but rather also, Rebecca, while having a conception 

out from one man: Our [p]articular father, Isaac; 

9:11 for when not yet generated, when neither one practiced a certain 

good thing or evil thing, in order that the out-spoken(ness) of the Deity may 

be abiding according to a pre-position; not [abiding] out from works; but 

rather, out from the One Who is calling. 
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9:12 It was affirmed in her that the greater one will bond-slave for the 

lesser one. 

9:13 Just as it has been written and remains recorded: “The Jacob, I love; 

but the Esau, I hate.” 

9:14 What, therefore, shall we say? Injustice [is] not alongside to the Deity, 

is it? May [injustice] not come to be [alongside to the Deity]! 

9:15 for He is saying to the Moses: “I will help whomsoever I may be 

helping, and I will pity whomsoever I may be pitying.” 

9:16 Therefore then, [out-spoken(ness) is] not of the one who is willing, 

neither of the one who is running; but rather, of Deity: Of the One Who is 

helping; 

9:17 for the Scripture is saying to the Pharaoh: “Because of this [p]articular 

thing, I raised you outwardly, so that I might indicate Myself My [p]articular 

power in you and so that My [p]articular name might be thoroughly 

announced in all the earth.” 
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9:18 Therefore, then, I am helping whom I am willing, but I am indurating 

whom I am willing. 

9:19 Therefore, you will say to Me: “Why are You yet blaming?” for who 

has positioned, and remains positioned against His [p]articular counsel?” 

9:20 But therefore, indeed, O kind of man! “Who are you yourself, the (kind 

of man) judging forth against the Deity? Will the formation speak to the 

One Who formed it: ‘Why did You make me in this manner?’” 

9:21 Or is the potter not having authority of the clay out from the same 

[p]articular lump to make on the one hand a vessel which [is] unto honor, 

but on the other hand [a vessel] which [is] unto dishonor?   

 9:22 Moreover, if the Deity, willing to indicate for Himself the wrath, and 

to acknowledge His [p]articular power, bore in much forbearance a vessel 

of wrath which, having been fitted, remained accordingly: Unto 

destruction, 
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9:23 indeed, in order that He might acknowledge the wealth of His 

[p]articular Opinion upon vessels of help which [vessels] were pre-made 

unto an Opinion; 

9:24 Who also called us; not only out from Jewish ones; but rather, also out 

from nations. 

9:25 Then indeed, as to the Hosea He is saying: “I will call a [p]articular 

people [who are] not of Me, ‘My people’ and the one who, having not been 

loved, remains unloved, ‘One who, having been loved, remains loved.’” 

9:26 And it will be in the place where it was affirmed to them: “You yourself 

are not a people of Me, there they will be called sons of Living Deity.” 

9:27 Moreover, Isaiah is crying on behalf of the Israel: “If the sons of Israel 

may be being the number as the sand of the sea, then the remainder will be 

saved accordingly;” 

9:28 for a Ratio concluding jointly and cutting shortly, because Controller 

will do a ratio which, having been cut shortly, remains so upon the earth. 
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9:29 Also, according as Isaiah has previously spoken, and continues to 

speak: “If Controller of Armies did not leave behind a seed among us, then 

as Sodom we are come to be and likened as Gomorrah.” 

9:30 Therefore then what shall we say: That nations who are not pursuing a 

state of justice received a state of justice according to a state of justice; 

indeed, a state of justice out from faith; 

9:31 but Israel, by pursuing a law of a state of justification unto a law of a 

state of justification, did not arrive?  

9:32 On account of what [reason]? Because [they did] not [pursue it] out 

from faith; but rather, as out from works; for they stumbled forward on the 

Stone of the stumble!  

9:33 according as it has been written and remains recorded: “Notice! I 

position in Zion a Stone of stumble and a rock of scandal and everyone 

believing upon Him will not be ashamed accordingly.”      
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Chapter Ten 

10:1 Brethren, indeed, the correct opinion of my [p]articular heart and the 

petition, the petition toward the Deity on behalf of the Israel is unto 

salvation; 

10:2 for I am testifying to them that they are having zeal of Deity; but 

rather, not according to full knowledge; 

10:3 for while ignoring the state of justification from the Deity and seeking 

to position their own state of justification, they were not subjected to the 

state of justification from the Deity; 

10:4 for Christ [is] conclusion of law unto a state of justification for 

everyone who is believing; 

10:5 for Moses is writing the state of justification the [state of justification] 

out from the law that the kind of man who does it will live for himself in 

them, 
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10:6 but the state of justification out from faith is speaking in this manner: 

“You should not say in your [p]articular heart, ‘Who will ascend for himself 

into the heaven?’ This [question] is to lead Christ downwardly, 

10:7 or ‘Who will descend for himself into the Abyss?’ This [question] is to 

lead Christ up out from dead ones.” 

10:8 But rather, what thing is he saying? “The expression is near you: In 

your [p]articular mouth, and in your [p]articular heart.” This [expression] is 

the expression of the faith [of Jesus] which faith we are proclaiming. 

10:9 That if you might speak similarly in your [p]articular mouth, 

“Controller Jesus,” and might believe in your [p]articular heart that the 

Deity raised Him out from dead ones, then you will be saved;  

10:10 for with a heart (the expression) will be believed unto a state of 

justification, moreover, with a mouth (the expression) will be spoken 

similarly unto salvation;   

10:11 for the Scripture is saying: “Everyone who is believing upon Him will 

not be ashamed according to [the expression];” 
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10:12 for no distinction is between a Jewish one and a Gentile; for the same 

Controller of all ones [is] being a rich One unto all the ones calling for 

themselves upon Him; 

10:13 for everyone, whosoever, might call for himself upon the name of 

Controller will be saved. 

10:14 Therefore, how will they call upon [Him] Whom they do not believe? 

Moreover, how will they believe Whom they do not hear? Moreover, how 

will they hear without one who is proclaiming? 

10:15 Moreover, how will they proclaim if they might not be sent forth? 

according as it has been written and remains recorded: “As beautiful things 

[are] the feet of the ones who are correctly announcing Peace, of the ones 

correctly announcing the Good things!” 

10:16 but rather, all ones did not under-hear to the correct announcement; 

for Isaiah is saying: “Controller, who believes our [p]articular hearing?” 

  10:17 Then the faith [is] out from hearing, but the hearing through an 

expression from Deity; 
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10:18 but rather, am I saying: “They did not absolutely hear?” Of course, 

not! Their [p]articular sound went out into all the earth and their 

[p]articular expressions [went out] unto the extremities of the habitation; 

10:19 but rather, I am saying: “Israel absolutely did not know!” First, Moses 

is saying: “I Myself will zeal alongside you all upon no nation upon an 

unintelligent nation: I will rage alongside you all.” 

10:20 Moreover, Isaiah is being quite bold and is saying: “I was discovered 

by the ones not seeking Me. I came to be a manifest One to the ones not 

fully inquiring Me,” 

10:21 but toward the Israel He is saying: “I stretched out My [p]articular 

hands the entire day toward a people negating passion, and anti-speaking.”   
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Chapter Eleven 

11:1 Therefore, I am not saying the Deity thrust away His [p]articular 

people. My [that the Deity thrust away His people] not come to be! For I 

myself also am an Israelite out from seed of Abraham, from tribe of 

Benjamin. 

11:2The Deity did not thrust away His [p]articular people whom He 

foreknew. Or, have you all not noticed what the Scripture is saying in Elijah? 

How he is inwardly specifying to the Deity according to the Israel, saying: 

11:3 “Controller, they killed Your [p]articular prophets, and dug down Your 

[p]articular altars and I myself only am left behind and they are seeking my 

very soul.” 

11:4 But rather, what is the Oracle saying to him? I retained seven 

thousand males for Myself which certain ones do not bend a knee to the 

Baal. 
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11:5 Therefore, in this manner indeed, in the present season, a remainder 

according to out-spoken[ness] of grace has come to be and remains come 

to be!  

11:6 Moreover, if by grace, then no longer out from works, otherwise the 

grace no longer comes to be grace, but if out from works, then no longer is 

it grace, otherwise the work is no longer work. 

11:7 Therefore what: Israel did not fully specify this which he is fully 

seeking? But the out-spoken[ness] fully specified, but the remainder were 

hardened; 

11:8 according as has been written and remains recorded: “The Deity gave 

to them a disposition according to a pierce: Eyes of the [result] to not be 

seeing and ears of the [result] to not be hearing until the same day.” 

11:9 Indeed, David is saying, “Let their [p]articular table come to be unto a 

snare and unto a trap and unto a scandal and unto recompense to them.” 

11:10 “Let their [p]articular eyes be darkened of the [result] to not be 

seeing and let their [p]articular back bend together constantly.” 
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11:11 Am I saying, therefore, [that] they stumbled, in order that they might 

fall? May [a stumble in order to fall] not come to be [for Israel]! 

11:12 Moreover, if their [p]articular fall alongside [is] wealth of order, then 

also their [p]articular diminution [is] wealth of nations! How much more 

their [p]articular fullness? 

11:13 for I am speaking to you all, to the Nations, upon whom, I myself am 

indeed, a sent forth [one] of nations: I am opining my [p]articular ministry.   

11:14 If [some]how I might zeal alongside of my [p]articular flesh and might 

save certain ones out from them;   

11:15 for if their [p]articular cast away [is] an exchange according to order, 

then what [will be] the reception toward [them] if not life out from dead 

ones? 

11:16 for if away from the beginning [it is] a separate thing, then also the 

lump; and, if the root [is] separate, then also the branches; 

11:17 but, if certain ones of the branches are broken outwardly, but you 

yourself, while being a wild olive branch were pierced inwardly among 
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them: Indeed, you became a co-participant of the root and of the fatness of 

the olive tree. 

11:18 Do not be boasting for yourselves of the branches: Indeed, if you are 

boasting accordingly, then are you not bearing the root? But rather, the 

root [is bearing] you!     

11:19 Therefore you will say: “The branches were broken outwardly, in 

order that I myself might be pierced inwardly.” 

11:20 Excellently [stated:] They were broken outwardly in the negation of 

faith; but, you yourself stand in the faith. Do not be being high minded; but 

rather, be fearing;  

11:21 for if the Deity did not spare according to the natural branches, then 

perhaps He will not even spare from you? 

11:22 Notice, therefore, the benevolence and severity of Deity on one hand 

severity upon the ones who fell, but on another hand benevolence upon 

you yourself, if you should remain under the benevolence; otherwise, even 

you yourself will be broken outwardly. 
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11:23 But, those ones also if they might not fully remain under the negation 

of faith, then they will be pierced inwardly; for the Deity is an Able One to 

pierce them inwardly again; 

11:24 for if you yourself you were cut outwardly out from the wild olive 

tree according to nature and were pierced inwardly alongside nature into a 

cultivated olive tree, then how much more than these ones, the ones 

according to nature, will they be pierced inwardly in their own olive tree? 

11:25 for, brethren, I am not willing you all to be ignoring this [p]articular 

mystery, in order that you all might not be wise ones alongside yourselves, 

because blindness away from portions came to be to the Israel until which 

[time] the Fullness of the nations might be come into. 

11:26 Indeed, in this manner, all Israel will be saved according as it has 

been written, and remains recorded: “He will arrive out from Zion, the One 

Who is rescuing, and will bring away irreverence away from Jacob!” 

11:27 and, this [is] My [P]articular covenant with them, when I might take 

away their [p]articular negative testimonies. 
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11:28 On the one hand [they are] enemies according to the correct 

announcement on account of you all; but on the other hand [they are] 

beloved ones according to the out-spoken[ness] on account of the fathers; 

11:29 for the grace-extensions and the call from the Deity [are] un-

regretted things; 

11:30 for as concerning you yourselves also then were dispassionate to the 

Deity, but at this moment are helped in these ones [p]articular dispassion. 

11:31 In this manner also these ones at this moment are dispassionate in 

your [p]articular help, in order that they themselves might be helped; 

11:32 for the Deity closed together all the ones into dispassion, in order 

that He might help the all ones. 

11:33 O [the] Depth of wealth and wisdom and knowledge of Deity! As 

unsearchable things [are] His [p]articular judgments and untraceable things 

[are] His [P]articular ways! 

11:34 for who knows Controller’s mind or who comes to be His [p]articular 

consultant? 
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11:35 or who first gives to Him and will be recompensed by Him? 

11:36 because out from Him and through Him and into Him [are] the all 

things: To Whom [be] the Opinion unto the age-duration. Amen!  
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Chapter Twelve 

12:1 Therefore, I am calling you all alongside, brethren, on account of the 

compassions from the Deity to stand your [p]articular bodies alongside a 

living sacrifice, separate, a correctly pleasing [sacrifice] to the Deity: Your 

[p]articular rational liturgy. 

12:2 And do not be fashioning yourselves to this [p]articular age-duration; 

but rather, [result] to be transformed in the renewal of your [p]articular 

minds, unto the [result for] you all to be proving what the good, that is, 

correctly pleasing and completed will of the Deity [is]; 

12:3 for I am speaking through the grace, the [grace] which was given to 

me, to every kind of man among you all: Not to be thinking beyond 

alongside that which is necessary to be thinking; but rather, to be thinking 

unto the [result] to be soberly thinking as the Deity apportioned a portion 

of faith to each one. 

12:4 for accordingly concerning in one body we are having many members, 

but all the members are not having the same practice: 
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12:5 In this manner, [as] many ones we are one body in Christ, but the 

members [are] according to one another. 

12:6 Moreover, while having grace-extensions according to the grace, the 

grace which was given to us: [They are] various [grace-extensions]; whether 

prophecy according to the analog of the faith; 

12:7 whether a deacon in the diaconate, whether the one who is 

instructing in the instruction; 

12:8 whether the one who is calling alongside in the call-alongside: The one 

who is transferring [do so] in simplicity, the one who is standing before in 

speed, the one who is helping in alacrity; 

12:9 [Let] the love [be] unpretentious, by abhorring the prostitution, [be] as 

ones being glued to the good thing. 

12:10 [Have] friendly affections in the brotherly friendship unto one 

another: As ones leading one another forward with honor, 

12:11 in the speed, not indolent ones; ones being fervent in the disposition, 

while bond-slaving for the Controller; 
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12:12 ones rejoicing in the certain expectation, ones remaining under the 

pressure, ones persevering in the prayer: 

12:13 As ones fellowshipping in the needs of the separate ones; ones 

pursuing the hospitality. 

12:14 Be correctly speaking the ones who are pursuing you all; be correctly 

speaking and do not curse accordingly: 

12:15 To be rejoicing in-association-with ones rejoicing, and to be weeping 

in-association-with ones weeping, 

12:16 as ones thinking the same thing unto one another; not thinking high 

things; but rather, as ones leading away together with the low ones: Do not 

come to be thinkers alongside to yourselves. 

12:17 Do not be recompensing even one evil thing in-correspondence-to an 

evil thing: [Be] ones providing yourselves excellent things in the presence of 

all kinds of men. 

12:18 If the thing out from you all [is] an able thing, then [be] ones being 

peaceful in-association-with all kinds of men; 
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12:19 not as ones extracting justice [for] yourselves, beloved ones; but 

rather, give a place for the wrath; for it has been written and remains 

recorded: “For Me is extraction of justice! Controller is saying: ‘I Myself will 

recompense!’” 

12:20 Therefore, if your [p]articular enemy may be pining, then supply him; 

if he may be thirsting, then be irrigating him; for by doing this thing you will 

pile coals of fire upon his [p]articular head. 

12:21 Do not be being conquered by the evil thing; but rather, be 

conquering the evil thing with the good thing!  
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Chapter Thirteen 

13:1 Let every soul be subjecting itself to the authorities who are holding 

beyond [it]; for no authority [is] if it is not away from Deity, but the 

authorities which are being are ones which, having been arranged, remain 

arranged by the Deity. 

13:2 Consequently, the one who is resisting for himself to the authority 

positions [himself] against the arrangement of the Deity; moreover, the 

ones who, having resisted, continue to resist will receive judgment to 

themselves; 

13:3 for the ones who are ruling are not a fear of the good works; but 

rather, of the evil (works). But, you are not willing to be fearing the 

authority! Be doing the good thing, and you will have a praise out from it; 

13:4 for it is a deacon of Deity to you unto the good thing; but, if you may 

be doing the evil thing, then be fearing; for it is not carrying the sword 

vainly; for it is a deacon of Deity, a justice extracting one, practicing unto 

wrath on the evil thing. 
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13:5 Wherefore, to be subjecting yourselves [is] an incumbency not only on 

account of the wrath; but rather also, on account of the conscience; 

13:6 on account of this, also be concluding taxes; for they are attendants 

who are constantly toward this very thing. 

13:7 Give away, therefore, to all the debts, to the [p]articular tax, the tax; 

to the [p]articular conclusion, the conclusion; to the [p]articular fear, the 

fear; to the [p]articular honor, the honor. 

13:8 Be owing not even one man even one thing, if not the [purpose] to be 

loving one another; for the one who is loving a different one, then he has 

fulfilled and continues to fulfill the law; 

13:9 for the thing: You will not adulterate; You will not murder; You will not 

steal; You will not falsely testify; You will not completely crave and if a 

certain different commandment, then it is being headed up in this 

[p]articular ratio, in the ratio: You will love your [p]articular neighbor as 

yourself. 
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13:10 The love is not working evil to the neighbor: Therefore, the love [is] 

fullness of law. 

13:11 Also, as ones who, having noticed, continue to notice the season: 

That already an hour [for] you all to be raised out from sleep [is]; for at this 

moment our [p]articular salvation [is] nearer than when we believed; 

13:12 the night is advanced, the day has neared, and remains near: Let us, 

therefore, position away the works of the darkness and don ourselves 

[with] the implements of the light. 

13:13 Let us conduct habitually correct, as in day[light]; not in carousals, 

and in intoxicants; not in bedchambers and in debaucheries; not in strife 

and in zeal; 

13:14 but rather, don for yourselves the Controller Jesus Christ and do not 

be making for yourselves a forethought of the flesh unto complete cravings. 
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Chapter Fourteen 

14:1 Moreover, receive toward you the one who is being weak in the faith; 

not unto duplicitous judgments of duplicitous rationales: 

14:2 On the one hand, one is believing to eat all things; but on the other 

hand, the one being weak is eating vegetables. 

14:3 Let the one who is eating not be despising the one who is not eating, 

and let the one who is not eating not be judging the one who is eating; for 

the Deity receives him toward [Himself.] 

14:4 Who are you, the one who is judging another’s house servant? To his 

own controller he is standing or falling. But, he will stand; for the Deity is an 

Able One to stand him. 

14:5 On the one hand, one is judging a day alongside a day, but one is 

judging every day, each day on its own. Let each man be fully carried in 

mind. 

14:6 The one who is thinking the day is thinking to the Controller, and the 

one not thinking the day, is not thinking to Controller. The one who is 
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eating is eating to Controller; for he is correctly gracing to the Deity and the 

one not eating to Controller is not eating and not correctly gracing to the 

Deity; 

14:7 for not even one of us is living to himself and not even one [of us] is 

dying to himself; 

14:8 for if we may be living, then we are also living for the Controller; if we 

may be dying, then we are dying for the Controller; if, therefore, we may be 

living, or if we may be dying, then we are of the Controller; 

14:9 for unto this Christ also died and stood again and lived again, in order 

that He might be Controller also of dead ones and living ones. 

14:10 Moreover, why are you yourself judging your [p]articular brother? Or 

also why are you yourself despising your [p]articular brother? For we will all 

stand alongside the step of the Christ; 

14:11 for it has been written and remains recorded: “[As] I Myself am living, 

Controller is saying that to Me every knee will bend and every tongue will 

speak similarly for itself to the Deity. 
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14:12 Therefore, then, each one of us will give a rationale concerning 

himself to the Deity. 

14:13 Therefore, let us no longer be judging one another; but rather, let us 

judge this thing more rather than [each other]: [Unto] the [purpose] to not 

be placing a stumble forward, or a scandal for the brother. 

14:14 I notice and have been persuaded in Controller Jesus that not even 

one thing [is] a common thing on account of itself if not to the one who is 

rationalizing a certain thing to be a common thing: To that one [it is] a 

common thing. 

14:15 Moreover, if your [p]articular brother is distressed on account of 

meat, then no longer are you conducting according to love. Do not be 

destroying that one on behalf of whom Christ died with your [p]articular 

meat. 

14:16 Therefore, do not let your [p]articular good thing be blasphemed; 

14:17 for the kingship of the Deity is not meat and drink; but rather, a state 

of justice, and peace, and joy in Separate Disposition; 
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14:18 for the one who is bond-slaving in these things for the Christ [will be] 

a correctly pleasing one to the Deity, and an approved one to the kinds of 

men; 

14:19 Therefore, then, let us be pursuing the things of the peace and the 

things of the house-dome of the [house-dome] of one another; 

14:20 do not be downwardly loosing the work of the Controller for the sake 

of meat. All things [are] clean things indeed; but rather, [it is] an evil thing 

for the kind of man, for the [kind of man] who is eating toward a stumble.  

14:21 An excellent thing [is] not the [result] to be eating cut-meat; neither 

to be drinking wine; neither on which thing your [p]articular brother is 

stumbling forward or [by which] he is being scandalized or is weakening.  

14:22 Are you yourself having faith? Be holding yourself in the presence of 

the Deity. Prosperous is the one who is not judging himself by that to which 

he is approving. 
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14:23 Moreover, the one who is duplicitously judging if he might eat is 

being judged downwardly, because [he is] not [eating] out from faith, but 

everything that which [is] not out from faith is negative testimony. 
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Chapter Fifteen 

15:1 Moreover, we ourselves, the able ones, are owing to be bearing the 

weaknesses of the disabled ones and not to be pleasing for ourselves. 

15:2 Let each one of us be pleasing to the neighbor unto the good thing 

toward a house-dome; 

15:3 for even the Christ did not please Himself; but rather, according as it 

has been written and remains recorded: “The reproaches of the ones 

reproaching You fell upon Me!” 

15:4 for whatsoever things were previously written were written previously 

unto our [p]articular instruction, in order that through the under-abide and 

the call alongside of the Scriptures we may be having the certain 

expectation. 

15:5 Moreover, May the Deity of the under-abide and of the call alongside 

give to you all the [result] to be thinking the same thing among one another 

according to Christ Jesus, 
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15:6 in order that unanimously in one mouth you all may be opining the 

Deity, that is, Father of our [p]articular Controller, Jesus Christ. 

15:7 Wherefore, be receiving one another toward yourselves according as 

also the Christ received us unto opinion of Deity. 

15:8 Moreover, I am saying: Christ Jesus [resulted] to have come to be, and 

remain, a deacon of circumcision on behalf of the un-concealment of Deity 

unto the [purpose] to establish the full announcements of the fathers: 

15:9 but, on behalf of the nations, a help to opine the Deity according as it 

has been written and remains recorded: “On account of this I will similarly 

speak outwardly to You among the Nations and will sing to Your [P]articular 

Name!” 

15:10 And again He is saying: “Correctly think, Nations, in-association-with 

His [p]articular people.” 

15:11 And again, “Praise the Controller, all the Nations and applaud Him, all 

the people!” 
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15:12 And again, Isaiah is saying: “The Root of the Jesse will be, and the 

One standing Himself up to be ruling Nations, in Him Nations will certainly 

expect!” 

15:13 Moreover, may the Deity of the certain expectation fill you all [with] 

every joy and peace in the [purpose for you all] to be believing unto the 

[result of] you all to be excelling in the certain expectation in power of 

Separate Disposition! 

15:14 Moreover, I myself also have been persuaded, and remain 

persuaded, my brethren, concerning you all that you yourselves are replete 

ones of goodness who, having been fulfilled, remain filled [with] every 

knowledge: Ones being able also to be mentally placing one another. 

15:15 But, I write more daringly to you all than [before], away from a 

portion as one fully reminding you all on account of the grace, the [grace] 

which was given to me by the Deity; 

15:16 unto the [result for] me to be being an attendant of Jesus Christ unto 

the nations: One temple-working the correct announcement of the Deity, in 

order that the offering of the nations might come to be a correctly pleasing 
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[offering], one which, having been separated, remains separated in 

Separate Disposition. 

15:17 I am having, therefore, a boast in Christ Jesus: The things toward 

Deity; 

15:18 for, I will not dare to be speaking a certain thing not being worked 

according to Christ through me unto an under-hear[ing] of nations in 

rationale and in work: 

15:19 in power of signs and of wonders in power of Disposition from Deity; 

so that away from Jerusalem and around unto the Illyricum I [resulted] to 

have fulfilled, and continue to fulfill the correct announcement of the 

Christ. 

15:20 Moreover, in this manner I am befriending honor to correctly 

announce not where Christ was named, in order that I may not be house-

doming upon another’s foundation: 

15:21 But rather according as it has been written and remains recorded: 

“To whom it was not announced concerning Him, they will see for 
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themselves, and the ones [that] had not heard, nor continued to hear, they 

will understand.” 

15:22 Wherefore, I was also being inwardly struck [by] the many things to 

come toward you all. 

15:23 But certainly now, while no longer having a place in these [p]articular 

districts, indeed, while having full passion [for] the [purpose] to come 

toward you all away from many years, 

15:24 whenever I may be proceeding unto the Spain, I will come toward 

you all; for I am certainly expecting to realize you all, while proceeding 

through and upon you all to be sent forward there, if from you all first I 

might be inwardly filled away from a portion;  

15:25 but, right now I am proceeding unto Jerusalem, ministering to the 

separate ones; 

15:26 for to make for myself a certain fellowship unto the [p]articular poor, 

the [poor] separate ones, of the [separate ones] in Jerusalem, correctly 

pleased Macedonia and Achaia; 
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15:27 for they were correctly pleased and they are debtors of them; for if 

the Nations fellowship in their [p]articular dispositional-extensions, then 

they are owing also in the flesh things to attend to them. 

15:28 When, therefore, I fully conclude this thing and when I seal this 

[p]articular fruit for them, I will come away from [them] on account of you 

all unto the Spain. 

15:29 Moreover, I noticed that while coming toward you all, I will come in 

fullness of a correct rationale of the correct announcement of the Christ. 

15:30 Moreover, I am calling you all alongside, brethren, on account of our 

[p]articular Controller Jesus Christ, and on account of the love from the 

Disposition, to agonize together with me in the prayers on behalf of me 

toward the Deity, 

15:31 in order that I might be rescued away from the ones who are 

negating passion in the Jerusalem, and in order that my [p]articular 

ministry, the [ministry] unto Jerusalem might come to be a correctly 

pleasant one for the separate ones, 
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15:32 in order that I might come toward you all in joy on account of will of 

Deity, and I might pause again together with you all; 

15:33 moreover: [May] the Deity of the peace [be] in-association-with all of 

you all. Amen! 
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Chapter Sixteen 

16:1 I am standing Phebe together with you all, our [p]articualr sister she 

being a deacon of the out-called [body] of the [out-called (body)] in 

Cenchrea, 

16:2 in order that you all might, worthily of the separate ones, receive her 

toward [yourselves] in Controller, and stand alongside her in whatever 

pragmatic thing she may be needing; for also of me she herself came to be 

a patroness of many things. 

16:3 Greet Priscilla and Aquila, my [p]articular joint-workers in Christ Jesus: 

16:4 Which certain ones placed their [p]articular necks under on behalf of 

my very soul, to whom I myself am not only correctly gracing; but rather 

also, to all the out-called [bodies] of the Nations. 

16:5 Greet my [p]articular(ly) beloved Epaenetus, who is an away from 

beginning of the Achaia unto Christ, and [greet] the out-called [body] 

according to their house. 

16:6 Greet Mary, which certain [Mary] toiled many things unto us. 
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16:7 Greet Andronicus and Junia, my [p]articular kinsfolk, and my joint-

prisoners, which certain ones are noteworthy ones among the sent-forth 

ones; indeed, the (sent-forth) ones [that] came to be before me in Christ; 

16:8 greet Amplias my [p]articular(ly) beloved one in Controller; 

16:9 greet Urbane, our [p]articular joint-worker in Christ and Stachys my 

[p]articular beloved one; 

16:10 greet Apelles, the approved one in Christ. Greet the ones out from 

Aristobulus’s [household]; 

16:11 greet Herodion, my [p]articular kinsfolk. Greet the ones out from the 

Narcissus, the ones being in Controller; 

16:12 greet Tryphena and Tryphosa, the ones who toil in Controller. Greet 

the beloved Persis, which certain one toiled in Controller; 

16:13 greet Rufus, the outspoken one in Controller, and his [p]articular 

mother and mine. 
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16:14 Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Herman, Patrobas, Hermes, and the 

brethren together with them; 

16:15 greet Philogus and Julia, Nereus, and his [p]articular sister and 

Olympus, and all the separate ones together with them; 

16:16 greet one another in separate friendship. The out-called [bodies] of 

the Christ are greeting you all. 

16:17 Moreover, I am calling you all alongside, brethren, to be scoping the 

[p]articular ones who are doing the disunions, and the scandals alongside 

the instruction which [instruction] you all learned! Indeed, recline out from 

them! 

16:18 for these [p]articular ones are not bond-slaving for our [p]articular 

Controller, Jesus Christ; but rather, [they are bond-slaving] for their own 

stomach; and through benevolent ratios and eulogies, they are outwardly 

seducing the hearts of the evilly-negative ones; 

16:19 for your [p]articular under-hear[ing] spread unto all ones. I am 

rejoicing, therefore, the thing upon you all; but, I am willing you all on the 
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one hand to be wise ones unto the good thing; but, unto the evil thing, 

naive ones. 

16:20 Moreover, the Deity of the peace will bruise the Satan by your 

[p]articular feet in quickness! The grace of our [p]articular Controller, Jesus 

Christ [be] in-association-with you all!   

16:21 Timothy, my [p]articular joint-worker and Lucius and Jason and 

Sosipater, my [p]articular kinsfolk are greeting you all. 

16:22 I myself, Tertius, the one who wrote the epistle in Controller am 

greeting you all. 

16:23 Gaius, my [p]articular host and of the entire out-called [body] is 

greeting you all. Erastus the house-lawyer of the city and Quartus, the 

brother, are greeting you all. 

16:24 The grace of our [p]articular Controller, Jesus Christ [be] in-

association-with all of you all. Amen! 

16:25 Moreover, to the One Who is able to establish you all according to 

my [p]articular correct announcement and the proclamation of the Jesus 
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Christ according to revelation of mystery which, having been silenced, 

remained silent in chronologies of age-durations. 

16:26 But, has been manifested now through the Scriptures of prophets 

according to a mandate from the Age-Durative Deity, when acknowledged 

unto all the Nations unto an under-hear[ing] of faith.  

16:27 To [the] Only Wise Deity [be the Opinion] through Jesus Christ in 

Whom [is]the Opinion unto the age-durations. Amen! 

 [[[This epistle] was written toward Romans away from Corinth [and sent] 

through Phebe the deacon of the out-called [body] in Cenchrea.]]] [[[Added 

by KJV editors]]].  
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